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Soft pastels are lulling you and you think you’re safe. You stop with a start and
there’s something familiarly sinister about the feverish visions your eyes have arrived
at.

Cabin Vision, the body of work produced by Rossitto in both her Wellington and
Brisbane studios, reflects a certain romanticism. The lone author stares across a
landscape, though that landscape is a constant slew of changing imagery. Your
synapses snap back to sock puppets and Twin Peaks, your mother crafting, and the
botanical drawings you were immersed in as a science student.

I can’t help but think of the Franklin expedition[1], and the trepidation of the explorers
who had to contemplate their certain fate. Rossitto is in the journey, her solace in the
spaces of contemplation; in the madness of transience. The dichotomy of a sublime
vastness and the intense intimacy between the hand and the head - of the body,
alone. Cabin Vision sets out across this terrain, turning ambiguity into a malleable,
comedic hand-drawn collage.

Rossitto’s methodologies of journaling and image collection are inherent to the
production of Cabin Vision. The way that Henry Darger drew from the few books in
the sanitarium, Rossitto takes grabs from images encountered through television
screens, in library stacks, streets and feverish conversations. The paintings end up
in a battle between the profane and the pretty. In an age of continual revelation, the
“big reveal” discloses that there are only revelations themselves. Rossitto is keeping
them surreal.
[1] The [doomed] Franklin Expedition was the attempted voyage to the arctic by British explorers in
1845. Anthropologists and scientists have since found evidence that the explorers deaths were
attributed to the presence of lead in their food tins, scurvy, hypothermia and other sicknesses bought
on by malnutrition.


